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The North: Guide to the Savage Frontier

cause they have control over things the Northmen do not. ..... Fishing, weather sense, charioteering (dog sled) ..... I will not go without leaving you a final fight. 
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Religion he powers worshipped in the North include many beings venerated elsewhere in Faerûn, plus a number who have followers nowhere else. Most of these deities are described in Running the Realm from the FORGOTTEN REALMS® Campaign Setting, Monster Mythology, and Faiths & Avatars. Only the briefest details are given for these deities—for a proper understanding and perspective of the religions, the DM should have the aforementioned volumes. Other deities than those mentioned here are worshipped, but their followings are not noteworthy.



Northmen Deities T



he surly Northmen are not religious. They pay grudging homage to a few powers only because they have control over things the Northmen do not. Northmen rarely devote themselves to one power, but honor three primary deities: Tempus, Auril, and Umberlee—but only when in each deity’s sphere of influence. Other deities honored by Northmen include Valkur the Mighty, protector of sailors, and rarely, Malar the Beast, who is worshipped only by berserkers who revel in battle fury. The powers’ earthly agents, shamans, are treated with callousness, having a lower status than warriors. Tempus, the god of battles, is the only deity who receives more than cursory piety by the Northmen. Warriors worship Tempus before battles, and he is seen as the berserker’s patron, protector of those who succumb to berserk frenzy. The Northmen venerate Auril as the bringer of winter, an important part of their existence. They placate her with offerings of food and strong drink that are placed upon rafts set adrift at sea in autumn and winter. The seafaring Northmen give great respect—and fear—to Umberlee, goddess and queen over the dark, deadly, cold waters of the ocean, waves, and currents. Umberlee is believed to cause shipwrecks and drownings and is the mistress of the sharks that endanger stranded sailors. The ocean gladly accepts the Northmen’s customary sacrifices before each voyage. The longer the journey, the greater the sacrifice.



Uthgardt Deities T



he Uthgardt barbarians live in a harsh, cruel environment and worship harsh, cruel gods. Tempus is worshipped by all Uthgardt tribes as the god of war. Chauntea, the earth goddess, is the patron of Uthgardt women and has female shamans who serve her. Other “southern” deities are occasionally allowed to establish shrines or temples in or near tribal strongholds, but their presence is tolerated only because they or their priests provide something valuable to the tribe. Notably, the church of Auril and the other members of the Talos alliance—Talos, Auril, Umberlee, and Malar—have nearly driven out worship of the beast spirit in the Elk tribe, and worship of Tyr, Torm, Ilmater, and Helm has supplanted almost all worship of the Black Lion totem in its tribe. All these deities are held secondary to Uthgar and the beast cult totems among the Uthgardt society as a whole. Uthgardt legend tells that Tempus is the father of Uthgar, founder of the tribes (while other legends claim Uthgar’s descent from Beorunna). Chauntea is worshipped as the “grandmother,” whose daughters (fathered by Uthgar after he ascended into the halls of Tempus) are the wives of the beast cult great spirits. The tribes worship one of the beasts whose powers were taken by Uthgar, the legendary father of their race. The totem cult encompasses the worship of the tribe’s ancestors, including Uthgar, his sons, and long-dead chieftains and shamans. The Uthgardt beast totems are great spirits (see the section on Shamans below for information on great spirits) who take their names and forms from creatures of the wilds. These cults include the Black Lion, Black Raven, Elk, Gray Wolf, Great Worm, Griffon, Red Tiger (Snow Cat), Sky Pony, Tree Ghost, and Thunderbeast, and they have included in the past such cults as Golden Eagle, Blue Bear, and Red Pony, which are now extinct.
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Tribal shamans are the magical power within the tribes. The shaman class is explained below, along with the specific capabilities of the Uthgardt beast-cult shamans (detailed under Uthgar, their god). Nonbeast-cult deities are represented among the tribes by shamans of lesser power (rarely above 5th level). Chauntea’s shamans are always women. Taken as a whole, the separate tribes form the Uthgardt people, yet individual distinctions divide them and squash any possibility of unity as a single nation. This diversity is expressed as cultural variances, devotion to their unique totems, and tribal goals. Each tribe has an ancestor mound where they worship their totems each fall during Runemeet. Several share mounds with other tribes, while some mounds were—until recently—lost (Grandfather Tree) or abandoned (One Stone). Each tribe is ruled by a chieftain, who may also style himself as king. The chieftains are fighters, usually of 8th to 13th level. (If the DM allows the use of The Complete Fighter’s Handbook, the barbarian, beast-rider, berserker, savage, or wilderness warrior are all appropriate kits to different tribal leaders.) The chief shaman is the most powerful spellcaster in a tribe (usually 7th level or higher) and normally accompanies the chieftain. Other shamans of lesser or equal power exist in each tribe. Each tribe also has a different ritual enemy, a foe whom young barbarians must challenge and overcome to become adults. This enemy is one focus of ritual hunts during Runemeet. Orcs are the common foe of all Uthgardt, but each tribe has its own personal enemy.



Icewind Dale Deities T



he Icewind Dale barbarians, also known as Reghedmen and tundra barbarians, were divided into several tribes, including the Tribe of the Elk, the Tribe of the Wolf, the Tribe of the Bear, and the Tribe of the Tiger. The Icewind Dale barbarians worship tribal beast spirits and Tempos (their name for Tempus), the god of war. Tempos is served by shamans who revere their tribal beast totems highly also. These beast totems are also great spirits (see the section on Shamans below for information on great spirits), similar to the beast totems of the Uthgardt. Tundra barbarian shamans cannot call upon a beast power, however, although extremely motivated or experienced shamans have been known to become possessed by the spirits of their totem animals.



Ice Hunter Deities T



he Ice Hunters are a people who wandered off across Abeir-Toril’s polar ice cap to the North above the Spine of the World from the peoples of the Great Glacier over a millennia ago. They bear the closest resemblance in conduct and philosophy to the Nakulutiuns of the Great Glacier. (See FR14, The Great Glacier, for more information on the Nakulutiun people.) The Ice Hunters worship Ulutiu and the beast totem great spirits, including Clever Oomio the Gray Seal, Grandfather Walrus, Great White Bear, and Pindalpau-pau the Reindeer Mother.
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In many ways, the Ice Hunters’ regard for Ulutiu and their totem animals parallels the regard of the Uthgardt barbarian tribes for Uthgar and the Uthgardt beast totems. Ulutiu and the Ice Hunter beast totems are served by Ice Hunter specialty priests of Ulutiu, known as iceguardians, and shamans. The iceguardians are able to cast all wizard spells with a cold (not a life-draining) effect as mages, but only function as mages of half their actual shaman level. This gives the most ancient iceguardians limited use of powerful ice, snow, and cold magic.



Ice Hunter Beast Cult Shamans REQUIREMENTS : PRIME REQ.: A LIGNMENT : W EAPONS :



A RMOR :



MAJOR SPHERES : MINOR SPHERES : MAGICAL ITEMS : REQ. PROFS: BONUS P ROFS:



Strength 12, Wisdom 14 Strength, Wisdom LG, LN, LE Long bow, short bow, spear, net, harpoon, gaff, machete, darts, garnok (similar to an atlatl, but used with darts to triple their effective ranges), trident, knife, dagger All armor types up to and including leather or hide armor; no shield. (Ice Hunters commonly wear parkas, trousers, mittens, and boots of fox, wolf, and bear skin which equal leather or hide armor, depending on the workmanship.) All, animal, summoning, protection, travelers, wards Healing, plant Same as clerics Fishing, weather sense, fire-building, charioteering (dog sled), set snares Endurance, survival (arctic), tracking, religion (Faerûnian)



The abilities and restrictions of Ice Hunter shamans, aside from changes noted above and later in this section, are summarized in the discussion of the shaman character class, below. Ice Hunter shamans gain a +2 to their Wisdom ability scores. Ice Hunter shamans have different alignment restrictions and access to slightly different spheres, depending on their tribal totem animal. All Ice Hunter shamans have access to the basic shaman spheres given above, plus certain spheres special to their totem animal. Ice Hunter shamans also have different clan taboos which they must abide by or lose all shaman abilities until they atone. Clever Oomio the Gray Seal: ALIGNMENT: LG, LN, LE, MAJOR: charm, law, M INOR: thought, guardian, TABOO: Cannot harm seals, eat seal meat or fat, or wear anything made from a seal Grandfather Walrus: ALIGNMENT: LG, LN, LE, MAJOR: elemental, time, MINOR: weather, T ABOO: Cannot harm walruses, eat walrus meat or fat, or wear anything made from a walrus Great White Bear: ALIGNMENT: LN, LE MAJOR: combat, war, MINOR: protection, TABOO: Cannot harm polar bears, eat polar bear meat or fat, or wear anything made from a polar bear



Pindalpau-pau the Reindeer Mother: ALIGNMENT: LG,
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LN, M AJOR : divination, protection, M INOR : guardian, TABOO: Cannot harm reindeer, eat reindeer meat or fat, or wear anything made from a reindeer Ice Hunter shamans can select nonweapon proficiencies from both the priest and warrior groups with no penalty. Though they receive only the normal 4 nonweapon proficiency slots at 1st level, they must take all of their required nonweapon proficiencies before they can take any discretionary nonweapon proficiencies. An Ice Hunter shaman may call upon his clan totem’s beast power. This power’s effect varies by totem. The power may be personally used by the shaman, or its effects may be granted to another devoted follower of the totem if indicated below. Clever Oomio the Gray Seal Beast Power: Gray Seal shamans can call upon selkie form or convey its abilities to another worshiper of the Gray Seal once a day for 1 turn. This allows them the appearance, movement, and attack capabilities of normal selkies. They can also change back and forth from human to selkie form as a selkie can during the duration of the selkie form. Grandfather Walrus Beast Power: Grandfather Walrus shamans can call upon tusks of strength or convey this ability to another worshiper of Grandfather Walrus once a day for 1 turn. Tusks of strength temporarily adds 6 points to its user’s strength and causes the shaman’s canine teeth to grow longer. Grandfather Walrus shamans who use this ability often quickly begin to look like the walrus spirit they hold sacred. Great White Bear Beast Power: Great White Bear shamans can call upon polar fury for themselves or another touched Great White Bear worshiper once a day for 1 turn. The recipient of this power grows claws and can claw and bear-hug attack like a polar bear (two claw attacks for 1d10/1d10; a successful attack roll of 18 or better with either claw results in additional hug damage of 3d6).



Seals (2d8): AC 6; MV 3, SW 24; HD 2; THAC0



19; #AT 1; Dmg 1d4 (bite); SZ M (4-6 feet); ML average (8); Int animal (1); AL N; XP 35.



Walruses (2d8): AC 5; MV 3, SW 24; HD 2+2;



THAC0 19; #AT 1; Dmg 2d4 (bite); SZ L (7-9 feet long); ML average (10); Int animal (1); AL N; XP 65.



Reindeer (2d6): AC 7; MV 21; HD 4; THAC0 17; #AT 2 or 1; Dmg 1d4/1d4 or 2d8 (hoof/hoof or antlers); SZ L (4-6 feet tall at the shoulder); ML unsteady (5); Int animal (1); AL N; XP 120. Polar Bears (1d3): AC 6; MV 12, SW 9; HD 8+8;



THAC0 11; #AT 3; Dmg 1d10/1d10/2d6 (claw/ claw/bite); SA hug; SD attacks below 0 hp; SZ H (14+ feet tall); ML average (8-10); Int semi- (2-4); AL N; XP 1,400. Hug: On a claw hit of 18 or better the bear also inflicts 3d6 points of hug damage. Attacks Below 0 hp: Polar bears continue to fight 1d4+1 rounds after being brought to 0 to -12 hit points, but beyond that they die instantly. l
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At 5th level, Ice Hunter shamans can shapechange (as the druid ability) into the type of totem beast they worship twice per tenday for 3d6 turns, gaining all the abilities of that creature. Gray Seal shamans can change into seals, Grandfather Walrus shamans into walruses, Great White Bear shamans into polar bears, and Reindeer Mother shamans into reindeer. Statistics for these creatures are summarized under the animal summoning ability, above. At 7th level, Ice Hunter shamans are immune to all magical or natural cold damage caused by anything less powerful than artifacts, relics, or dragon breath from a wyrm or great wyrm.



Pindalpau-pau the Reindeer Mother Beast Power:
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Reindeer Mother shamans can call upon the horns of wisdom or reindeer hooves once a day. Horns of wisdom has the same effect as the casting of a commune spell except that it lasts for 1 turn and causes elk antlers to grow from the skull of the shaman. (They cannot gift this ability to another.) Each use causes additional horn growth. Fortunately, if the shaman’s horns begin to grow too long for practical support on the human skeletal frame, the shaman sheds them one winter and begins to grow new horns in the spring, though this new set is lighter in color than the original set. Reindeer hooves bestows the shaman or another touched follower of the Reindeer Mother a Movement Rate of 21 for up to one hour. It also provides secure footing on any type of ice. At 3rd level, Ice Hunter shamans can summon animals of their clan totem type (seals, walruses, reindeer, or polar bears) to their aid twice a tenday. The animals summoned aid the shaman by any means they posses, staying until a fight is over, a specific mission is finished, the shaman is safe, they are sent away, etc. The creatures appear around or near the shaman within one round after they are summoned and vanish when they are slain, complete their mission, are dismissed, or the shaman dies. Statistics for these summoned animals are:
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Specialty REQUIREMENTS : PRIME REQ.: A LIGNMENT W EAPONS :



A RMOR :



MAJOR SPHERES : MINOR SPHERES : MAGICAL ITEMS : REQ. PROFS:



BONUS P ROFS:



Priests



(Iceguardians)



Strength 12, Wisdom 14 Strength, Wisdom LN Short bow, harpoon, net, gaff, darts, garnok (similar to an atlatl, but used with darts to triple their effective ranges), knife, dagger All armor types up to and including leather or hide armor; no shield. (Ice Hunters commonly wear parkas, trousers, mittens, and boots of fox, wolf, and bear skin which equal leather or hide armor, depending on workmanship.) All, animal, elemental water, summoning, protection, travelers, wards Healing, plant Same as clerics Fishing, weather sense, charioteering (dog sled), set snares, local history (the glaciers above the Spine of the World mountains), ancient history (the Ice Hunter people and Ulutiu) Endurance, survival (arctic), tracking, religion (Faerûnian)



l



Their abilities and restrictions of Ice Hunter iceguardians, aside from changes noted above and later in this section, are summarized in the discussion of the shaman character class, below. l l



l



l



l



l
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Iceguardians gain a +2 to their Wisdom ability scores. Iceguardians progress in experience levels as do specialty priests. (See Faiths & Avatars; basically, this is the same experience table as druids use.) Iceguardians must abide by the taboo that they may never start a fire (though they may enjoy the benefits of fires started by others) or lose all their iceguardian abilities until they atone. Iceguardians can select nonweapon proficiencies from both the priest and warrior groups with no penalty. Though they receive only the normal 4 nonweapon proficiency slots at 1st level, they must take all of their required nonweapon proficiencies before they can take any discretionary nonweapon proficiencies. Iceguardians are immune to all magical or natural cold damage caused by anything less powerful than artifacts, relics, or dragon breath from a wyrm or great wyrm. Iceguardians may cast wizard spells from the elemental water school and any other wizard spells with nonenergydraining cold, chill, snow, or ice effects (that are not still secret to a particular mage or religion) in addition to priest spells. These spells are cast as if the iceguardian were a mage of half his level (round up). For example, a 5th-level iceguardian casts wizard spells as a 3rd-level mage. Iceguardians pray for their wizard spells instead of studying to memorize them, and chosen wizard spells replace priest spells potentially available for use that day. (In other words, the wizard spell occupies a priest spell slot.) Iceguardians gain access to 8th-level wizard spells at 16th



level and 9th-level wizard spells at 18th level. An iceguardian must have a Wisdom of 18 or higher and an Intelligence of 16 to gain access to the 8th level spells, and a Wisdom of 18 or higher and an Intelligence of 18 to gain access to the 9th-level spells. If an iceguardian is able to gain high-level wizard spells, every 8th-level spell prayed for occupies a 6th-level priest spell slot and every 9th-level spell prayed for occupies a 7th-level priest spell slot. Iceguardians are always able to read elemental water spells on scrolls or in wizard spell books as if they knew read magic (but studying spells from a spell book is useless to them). No more than three-quarters of an iceguardian’s total number of spells available (round down) can be taken as wizard spells. At 5th level, an iceguardian may call upon his or her clan totem’s beast power. This power’s effect varies by totem. The power may only be used by the iceguardian. Clever Oomio the Gray Seal Beast Power: Gray Seal iceguardians can call upon selkie form once a day for 1 turn. This allows them the appearance, movement, and attack capabilities of normal selkies. They can also change back and forth from human to selkie form as a selkie can during the duration of the selkie form. Grandfather Walrus Beast Power: Grandfather Walrus iceguardians can call upon tusks of strength once a day for 1 turn. Tusks of strength temporarily adds 6 points to its user’s Strength and causes the shaman’s canine teeth to grow longer. Grandfather Walrus shamans who use this ability often quickly begin to look like the walrus spirit they hold sacred. Great White Bear Beast Power: Great White Bear iceguardians can call upon polar fury once a day for 1 turn. The recipient of this power grows claws and can claw and bearhug attack like a polar bear (two claw attacks for 1d10/1d10; a successful attack roll of 18 or better with either claw results in additional hug damage of 3d6).



Pindalpau-pau the Reindeer Mother Beast Power:



l
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Reindeer Mother iceguardians can call upon the horns of wisdom or reindeer hooves up to once a day. Horns of wisdom has the same effect as the casting of a commune spell except that it lasts for 1 turn and causes elk antlers to grow from the skull of the shaman. Each use causes additional horn growth. Fortunately, if the shaman’s horns begin to grow too long for practical support on the human skeletal frame, the shaman sheds them one winter and begins to grow new horns in the spring, though this new set is lighter in color than the original set. Reindeer hooves bestows the shaman or another touched follower of the Reindeer Mother a Movement Rate of 21 for up to one hour. It also provides secure footing on any type of ice. At 7th level, iceguardians can cast ice storm or wall of ice (as the 4th-level wizard spells) once a day at their actual level (not halved). At 10th level, iceguardians can shapechange (as the druid ability) into the type of totem beast they worship twice per tenday for 3d6 turns, gaining all the abilities of that creature. Gray Seal shamans can change into seals, Grandfather Walrus shamans into walruses, Great White Bear shamans into polar bears, and Reindeer Mother shamans into reindeer. Statistics for these creatures are summarized under the animal summoning ability of Ice Hunter shamans, above.



l
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At 13th level, iceguardians can cast cone of cold (as the 5thlevel wizard spell) once a day at their actual level (not halved). At 15th level, iceguardians can cast Otiluke’s freezing sphere (as the 6th-level wizard spell) once a day at their actual level (not halved).



Monstrous Deities O



ther populations of significance in the North include aaracocra, lizardmen, and trolls, all of whom worship their own deities. The few remaining aaracocra worship Syranita, the protector and educator creator goddess of their race, and also venerate Akadi and respect Aerdrie Faenya, Stronmaus, and Remnis, god of giant eagles. Syranita is served by both priests and shamans, who are renowned for their abilities to affect the weather and speak with the dead. Lizardmen worship Semuanya, the unfeeling and amoral god of their race, whose main concerns are survival and propagation. Semuanya’s shamans and witch doctors serve their people as general care-givers and counsel an isolationist policy for their people. Some lizardmen have fallen under the sway of evil lizard kings, a perversion of the pure creation of Semuanya by the tanar’ri lord Sess’innek, and now worship that tanar’ri led by his lizard king and lizardman shamans. Trolls (and ogres) worship Vaprak the Destroyer, a fierce and destructive deity who embodies the eternal hunger and the regenerative capabilities of the troll race. Vaprak is served by troll shamans of up to 3rd level.



Civilized Deities C



ity folk choose deities who meet their needs in this harsh land. In the city of Waterdeep, numerous powers have temples: Gond, Lathander, Mielikki, Mystra, Selûne, Silvanus, Sune, Tempus, and Tymora among them (see the City of Splendors boxed set for full details). The deities most prominent in Silverymoon complement the city’s quest for beauty, art, and knowledge. Silverymoon features temples to Helm, Lathander, Milil, Mystra, Oghma, Selûne, Shiallia, and Tymora, and shrines to the dwarven and elven deities, Mielikki, Silvanus, and Sune. Where evil is constantly fought, as in Sundabar, the aid of Helm, Tyr, and Torm is sought. In Mirabar, humans and dwarves who mine for a living venerate the dwarven deities, and the city also houses shrines to Chauntea and Tymora. Where trade is important, such as Nesmé, the goddess Waukeen held sway until her disappearance during the Time of Troubles. Now Nesmé features tiny shrines to Lathander, Lliira, Mystra, Shaundakul, Tymora, and Tempus, with most of the former ruling clergy of Waukeen having converted to the worship of Tymora or Shaundakul (and a few to Lliira). In cities where life depends on the forest, such as Loudwater, Secomber, and Silverymoon, Silvanus, Mielikki, and Shiallia (korred goddess servant of Mielikki and midwife to forest creatures) are favored.



Orc Deities W



hile it is difficult to imagine orcs as religious, they are devout followers of their own brutal powers. Their shamans and witch doctors devote themselves to one orc deity and are often the most powerful members of their communities. Witch doctors can cast a restricted number of priest and wizard spells and are described in Monster Mythology and briefly below under the section on Shamans. The orcs acknowledge Gruumsh One-Eye, He-WhoNever-Sleeps, as their lord and master (detailed in Monster Mythology along with the rest of the orc pantheon). In addition to Bahgtru the Leg Breaker, Shargaas the Night Lord, Ilneval, Yurtrus the White-Handed, and Luthic Cave Mother, each orc tribe has a vile shamanic totem symbol appropriate to the tribe’s name (name such as the Severed Hand, Bloody Eye, and Skull-Grin tribes). Orc tribal names are variants of one of the orcish deities’ holy symbols. Thus the holy icon of the Stinking Claw orcs would be a rotting claw, possibly a variant of Yurtrus’s white hand. Orc totems are considered unpleasant— and often disgusting—by outsiders. In addition to the priest spells granted by their deities, orc shamans may control creatures associated with their deity, using them as mounts, animal companions, or bodyguards. Shamans of Bahgtru are often mounted on mighty oxen. Shamans of Shargaas can summon bats, including giant bats and the colossal doombats, which can be ridden as mounts. Shamans of Yurtrus may animate dead to create skeletons and zombies. Priestesses and shamans of Luthic are often protected by several cave bears. Orc holy spots are marked by huge cairns of skulls, including orc, human, elf, dwarf, and other humanoid races. Orcs are so devoted to their holy sites that they often become berserk if the discover a desecrated site, destroying all they encounter in their frenzy.



Shamans ABILITY REQUIREMENTS: P RIME REQUISITES : RACES A LLOWED:



Constitution 12, Wisdom 12 Wisdom Human



The shaman class, repeated here for those who do not own PLAYER’S OPTION™: Spells & Magic or Faiths & Avatars, has been officially adopted into the ranks of the FORGOTTEN REALMS campaign setting’s priest group classes. Shamans are tribal priests found in savage, barbaric, or nomadic societies. In their homelands, shamans serve their tribes in much the same way that clerics serve the common people of more civilized lands: They act as guides, protectors, and advisers, using their magical powers to strengthen and defend their tribes. Shamans often serve as the keepers of knowledge and legend for their peoples and lead their tribes in the various rites and ceremonies required by their tribes’ belief systems. Player character shamans may still be associated with their tribes, they may be wanderers or exiles who have abandoned their duties, or they may have be pursuing an extended goal for their tribes that takes them away from their people for a long period. Most Forgotten Realms campaign setting beast cults, such as those of the Uthgardt, are served by shamans, though they may possess subtle variations from this base shaman class.
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The class described here is used for human shamans; many nonhuman races have shamans as well. These shamans are defined in Monster Mythology. Alternately, the DM may wish to use this character class as a basis for nonhuman shamans, too. In this case, the racial level limitations for nonhuman shamans of a particular race as defined in Monster Mythology should be applied to this class, also, and these nonhuman shamans should have their priest spell spheres of access modified to reflect the deities they serve. Some nonhuman “witch doctor” shamans—mainly of the lizardman and goblinkin races—have access to one school of wizard spells in addition to their shaman abilities, which they cast as a mage of one-half their shaman experience level. (They are not counted as specialist wizards.) Shamans adhere to the following default characteristics: They use a d8 for Hit Dice, progress in experience levels as do clerics, gain spells as on Table 24: Priest Spell Progression in the PHB, progress in THAC0s as priests, gain bonus spells if their Wisdom is 13 or higher, make saving throws as priests, gain weapon and nonweapon proficiency slots as priests, and purchase nonweapon proficiencies from the general and priest groups at no extra cost. They may begin creating scrolls at 7th level, brewing a few potions (mainly those of the healing type) at 9th level, and fabricating magical items at 11th level according to the Researching Magical Items section of the Treasure and Magical Items chapter of the DUNGEON MASTER® Guide. Of the standard player character races of human, dwarf, elf, gnome, half-elf, and halfling, only humans may be shamans, and they enjoy no limits in their ultimate experience level. Shamans may be of any alignment. They are always found in tribal or barbaric cultures. If players wish to run shamans in a more civilized campaign setting, their characters are considered to be barbaric foreigners by most common folk they meet. The shaman’s arduous life in uncivilized lands requires a good Constitution, and Wisdom is required for dealing with tribal matters and speaking to the spirits. Shamans with Wisdom scores of 16 or better earn a 10% bonus to the experience points they gain. Shamans are unusual characters in the adventuring party. Like druids, they are not front-line fighters, but they also lack the high-powered combat spells that druids command. However, a shaman’s mysterious spirit powers allow him to make use of magic that is usually out of the reach of low-level characters. A shaman who demonstrates intelligence and respect in dealing with the spirits can be an extremely effective character in a number of situations. Shamans view themselves as advisers and guides to a party of adventurers and often have an uneducated but insightful view on the more civilized societies they visit. Shamans may wear any armor normally associated with their tribes. In the absence of more specific information, tribal armor is usually hide, leather, or studded leather with a tough wooden, wicker, or hide-covered shield. Similarly, shamans may use tribal weapons, which usually include the short bow, club, dagger, dart, hand axe, harpoon, javelin, knife, quarterstaff, sling, and spear. Blowguns might be appropriate for shamans of jungle tribes, or light lances and composite bows for shamans of tribal horsemen. Shamans may use any magical items normally usable by priests. They have a nonweapon proficiency crossover with
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the warrior group and can learn priest or warrior proficiencies at the normal cost. Shamans have major access to the spheres of all, animal, summoning, travelers, protection, and wards, with minor access to the healing and plant spheres. (Many churches/religions have been given specific spells by their deities that only priests of their faith are allowed to cast. Priests of a particular faith can always cast these religion-specific spells, even if the spells do not fall within their normally allowed spheres of access.) Shamans never gain followers or establish strongholds. Good-aligned shamans may turn undead, and neutral or evil shamans may command undead. In addition to their priest spells, shamans have a special connection to the spirit world and can call on the spirits for guidance, knowledge, or magical aid. While shamans often function as priests of a tribal deity, their primary concern is the spirit world. To a shaman, the physical world is not the entirety of existence. The spirits of animals, nature, and the tribe’s dead are always near, and interacting with these spirits is the shaman’s greatest duty and responsibility.



Shaman Spirit Powers Shamans each begin play with one minor spirit ally or guide of their choice. As they rise in level, they learn the rites necessary to call additional spirits and seek their favor. Spirits are individuals—speaking to a spirit of the dead means the shaman is in contact with one particular deceased individual. Dozens of spirits exist for each species of animal, representing every aspect of the animal’s existence. In addition, a near-infinite number of nature spirits of the land, air, and water embody different aspects of the natural world. The number of spirits a shaman knows how to contact appears on the table below:



Shaman Spirit Progression Shaman’s Level 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20



Minor Spirit 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 6 6 6 7 7 7



Major Spirit 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 5 5 5 6 6



Great Spirit 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 5



Performing the ceremony to call a spirit for the first time requires a tenday (a week in settings other than the Forgotten Realms campaign setting) or more of fasting, prayer, and solitude in the appropriate location. If a shaman is trying to call a wolf spirit, a location frequented by wolves must be found, and if a shaman is trying to call an ancestral spirit, the shaman should perform the ceremony at the individual’s burial site. At the conclusion of this tenday-long (week-long) ceremony, the spirit appears, and the shaman establishes contact with it. From that time forward, the shaman may attempt to contact the spirit anywhere or anytime to seek information or request a favor of the spirit—see Calling Spirits, below. When shaman characters begin play, it is assumed that they have each already performed the ceremony to attract their first spirit guides.



Spirits of the Dead: These ancestral spirits are individuals who were renowned for their wisdom, skill, or courage in life. Minor spirits may be recent relatives of the shaman, while major spirits are great heroes and wise people of the tribe. A great spirit of the dead is a chieftain, shaman, or other personage of legendary standing. While spirits of the dead may seem to be frightening allies, they are actually very protective of their living proteges and bear few grudges against the living. Spirits of the dead know many things. Naturally, they are familiar with any details or events of their own lifetimes. They are able to perceive a shaman’s likely fate or future and can offer advice in times of tough choices. Spirits of the dead can also provide some measure of protection for a shaman and his allies by



using their powers on the shaman’s behalf. Minor spirits can invoke the powers of augury, feign death, prayer, or speak with dead on behalf of the shaman. Major spirits can invoke divination, commune, or find the path/lose the path for the shaman. Great spirits can invoke a raise dead/slay living, forbiddance, or astral spell for the shaman. (When any spirit—a spirit of the dead, animal spirit, or nature spirit—casts a spell for a shaman, the spell is cast at the level of the shaman or the minimum level at which a priest could normally cast the spell, whichever is greater.) Note that most of these are spells normally outside the shaman’s spheres of access. In addition, shamans often gain other effects in role-playing a conversation with these spirits, such as information or guidance in difficult choices.



Animal Spirits: Shamans live in a world in which animals are a vital part of human life. Animals provide food, shelter, clothing, and tools for a shaman’s people, and the animal spirits are revered for their wisdom and knowledge. Minor and major spirits are embodiments of an archetype, such as the Old Wolf, the Sleeping Bear, or the Hunting Eagle. Great animal spirits are the leaders of these lesser spirits and contain in themselves everything the animal stands for—the Great Bear, the Great Wolf, and so on. Animal spirits are powerful, but they are also less inclined to offer advice or guidance to shamans. Their interest lies in ensuring that shamans are respectful toward their species and that shamans help to guide others in dealing with animal spirits’ kin. They are not very interested in aiding shamans in their own affairs. The spirits of game animals such as moose or
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deer do not mind if shamans or their peoples hunt the animal, but they grow angry if the hunting is wanton or disrespectful. Animal spirits have knowledge of events that have affected their species in the local area and have a number of powers they can use on a shaman’s behalf. Minor animal spirits can aid shamans by using animal friendship, speak with animals, or animal summoning I. In addition, an animal spirit can grant a limited form of clairaudience and clairvoyance by allowing a shaman to see through the eyes of an animal of the spirit’s species within a range of one mile. Animals of the species in question never attack the shaman or anyone under his or her protection unless the shaman has angered the spirit or the animals are magically controlled. Major animal spirits can use animal summoning II, grant shamans the speed or movement powers of the animal (flying, swimming, or running at the animal’s base speed), or transform shamans into the shape of the animal, similar to a druid’s shapechange. Great spirits can use animal summoning III, heal a shaman or one person under his or her protection (or harm an enemy), or become tangible and aid the shaman in a form resembling Mordenkainen’s faithful hound in abilities but shaped in the form of the animal.



Spirits of Nature: The most reclusive and powerful spirits are the elemental spirits of nature. These beings represent the physical world around shamans. The strength or power of the creature the spirit represents determines whether it is considered a minor, major, or great spirit. A stream, copse, or hilltop may be home to a minor spirit; a river, moderately-sized forest, or canyon may be guarded by a major spirit; and a mountain, large forest, or mighty river may be the home of a great spirit. Spirits of nature frequently take on humanlike features or characteristics when dealing with shamans, so a spirit might be known as Old Mountain, River Woman, or Forest Walker. Spirits of nature are even more distant than animal spirits, but they do feel some attachment to the people and creatures who live nearby. A river spirit is likely to be protective of the village built on its banks as long as the people show respect to it. Nature spirits often change with the seasons, so a river spirit in the spring flood may be wild, capricious, and dangerous to deal with, while a forest spirit in winter may be sleeping and hard to rouse. Spirits of nature are generally well-informed about anything that has taken place in their location and can relate this information to shamans. Spirits of nature are also capable of using potent powers on a shaman’s behalf. The principle difference between minor and great spirits is the size of the area in which they can be summoned. Minor spirits are bound to one specific site not more than a few hundred yards across, major spirits are limited to 5 or 10 square miles, and great spirits can act in areas the size of small nations. Note that the areas of effect of spell-like abilities the spirits can enact remain unchanged—a great spirit is powerful because the region in which it is available to assist the shaman is much larger than a minor spirit’s range. Spirits of nature can help a shaman by invoking a number of spell-like powers for the shaman. Unlike elementals, spirits of nature include aspects of vegetation and all the elements of their home, so a mountain spirit has influence over earth and air as well as the forests that grow on the mountain’s slopes.
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The abilities available to spirits of nature are described below. The reverse forms of reversible spells are able to be granted also, though the listed form is most commonly requested. Land Spirits: 1st — entangle, pass without trace; 2nd — dust devil, trip; 3rd — meld into stone, snare; 4th — speak with plants; 5th — commune with nature; 6th — stone tell, liveoak, wall of thorns; 7th — animate rock, and changestaff. Land spirits may be associated with mountains, plains, forests, plateaus, canyons, mesas, or any other distinct land feature. Air Spirits: 2nd — obscurement; 3rd — call lightning, gust of wind (wizard spell), wind wall (wizard spell); 5th — commune with nature, air walk, control winds; 6th — weather summoning; 7th — control weather, uncontrolled weather (reverse of control weather), and wind walk. Air spirits are associated with high peaks, windswept plains or valleys, or seasonal winds such as a sirocco or the north wind of the winter. Water Spirits: 1st — wall of fog (wizard spell); 2nd — fog cloud (wizard spell); 3rd — water breathing, water walk; 4th — lower water, solid fog (wizard spell), reflecting pool, 5th — commune with nature, 6th — part water, and improved create water (reverse of transmute water to dust). Water spirits are associated with lakes, streams, rivers, or seas.



Calling



Spirits



Once shamans have performed the initial ceremonies that attract spirits and establish connections to the beings, they can summon those spirits any time to seek the information, favors, and powers described above. A shaman’s location does not matter. Spirits can come to shamans anywhere, even though spirits of nature may not be able to help them outside their homes. To summon a spirit, a shaman must chant, pray, and perform a ceremonial dance for at least one turn. The base chance of success is 10% per character level, plus 10% for every additional turn the character chants and dances, to a maximum 90% chance of success. If a shaman has already summoned a spirit that day, the maximum chance of success falls by 10% per summoning. For instance, a shaman who has called two spirits and is trying to summon a third has a maximum success chance of 70%, or possibly less if the shaman is a low-level character in a hurry. In any event, shamans may attempt no more than one calling per character level in the course of a single day. A roll of 96 or higher (91 or higher in the case of spirits of nature) angers the spirit the shaman is trying to call. If the spirit is not angry at the shaman for some reason, it appears with a successful roll. Only shamans can see the spirit or speak to it. Other characters may be aware of chills, strange odors, shimmering hazes, unusual gusts of wind, and other signs. The shaman can converse with the spirit for one round per character level, asking one question per round. Asking a favor of a spirit, such as the use of a spell-like ability, requires one round for minor spirits or abilities, two for major, and three for abilities that can only be granted by great spirits. During this request, the shaman explains what he wishes of the spirit and why the spirit should grant help. If the DM thinks it appropriate, the player must role-play this conversation. If the spirit agrees to help, the spell-like effect is granted to the shaman, who may retain it in reserve for up to one full day until the shaman is ready to invoke the spirit’s



power. A shaman can hold only one favor in reserve at a time and cannot request another of any spirit until the held ability is used.



Spirits as NPCs: Spirits are individuals, and they have long memories. A shaman who takes actions the spirits find offensive or who asks their help in questionable circumstances may be denied assistance just because the spirit does not feel like being helpful. The DM may find it useful to refer to Table 59: Encounter Reactions in the DMG. Simply rate the spirit’s frame of mind as threatening, hostile, indifferent, or friendly depending on how the shaman has been acting and how outrageous the shaman’s request is to the spirit. It is a good idea to create personalities, motivations, and attitudes for the spirits the shaman deals with most often. Spirits do not have game statistics. Normal mortals have no means of injuring them, although other divine creatures may be able to do so. Only greater spirits can take a physical form, and even then they are reluctant to do so. Greater spirits of the dead can briefly resume their living form with the appropriate class and abilities; animal spirits can appear as a double-sized version of the normal variety; and spirits of nature can appear as 12-HD elementals. In physical form, spirits can only be injured by +2 or better magical weapons. Even if they are “killed,” they actually only retreat from the scene for a short while.



Angering the Spirits: A shaman can completely alienate the spirits by taking particularly offensive actions. If the offense is temporary or unintentional, the spirit simply refuses to answer any calls for a suitable period of time—one tenday to a year may be appropriate. If the offense was deliberate or permanent in nature, the spirit severs its connection to the shaman and cannot be called again until the shaman atones for the offense, repairs whatever damage that was caused, and repeats the tenday-long summoning ceremony.



Uthgar (Father of the Uthgardt, Battle Father, Honor Father, Master of the Beast Virtues, Son of Beorunna, Son of Tempus)



Demipower of Ysgard, CN P ORTFOLIO: The Uthgardt barbarian tribes, physical strength A LIASES : None DOMAIN NAME: Ysgard/Uthgardtheim S UPERIOR : None A LLIES : Tempus FOES : Malar, Auril SYMBOL : None Any W OR. A LIGN .: Uthgar is the legendary founder of the Uthgardt barbarians of the Savage Frontier, who take their name from him. He is said in some of their legends to be the son of Beorunna and in others to be the son of Tempus. A proud, strong warrior who founded the Uthgardt tribes, Uthgar is reputed to have lived



three times a normal human life, then ascended to watch over the Uthgardt for all eternity after taking fatal wounds in a oneon-one battle with a frost giant named Gurt. Uthgar mastered all the primeval beast spirits in individual combat, passing down the divine gifts he gained from that mastery to his people, the Uthgardt, at his death. The Uthgardt tribes all follow a beast totem, representing one of the beasts that Uthgar bested. A fragment of Uthgardt oral legend speaks of his ascension thus: Blood flowed like spring melt water from Uthgar’s wounds as he stood before his sons on the massive skull of Gurt, the lord of the pale giants. With a strong voice, he spoke of his gift. “Mighty Tempus declares that I may no longer walk among you. I will not go without leaving you a final fight. You know that I have fought the beast gods and taken from each a part of their strength, which I in turn give to you. “Teach the children these secrets. If they devote themselves to the beast gods, then they may call upon the beasts’ power.” And so speaking, Uthgar mounted his sky pony and joined his father Beorunna in the war halls of Tempus. In reality, Uthgar was probably a Ruathym Northman, Uther Gardolfsson, brother to Morgred Gardolfsson (the “Morgur” of Morgur’s Mound), who led a long raiding career (including looting fabled Illuskan) before founding a dynasty of new barbarians, the Uthgardt. He rose to such heights, however, that he did indeed ascend to divinity as he was dying under the sponsorship of the god of war, who admired his fighting spirit. Uthgar is proud, fierce, and independent. He makes few friends and remains uninvolved enough with interfaith and inter-deity conflicts that he has accrued few enemies. He is served by the primeval Black Lion, Black Raven, Blue Bear, Elk, Golden Eagle, Gray Wolf, Great Worm, Griffon, Red Pony, Red Tiger (Snow Cat), Sky Pony, Tree Ghost, and Thunderbeast great spirits. He has recently declared Malar and Auril his foes—Malar since Uthgar holds him responsible for the corruption and subsequent demise of the Blue Bear tribe, and Auril because she has been making such deep incursions into the Elk tribe. He contemplates declaring Tyr, Torm, Ilmater, and Helm his foes because of their incursions upon his faithful. He has been counseled against such rash action by Tempus, his one divine ally, since the good deities of Faerûn work so closely together that actions taken against them would likely lead to a severe depletion of Uthgar’s divine power in his defense against the reprisals of them and their allies. Uthgar loves a good joke, and his laughter is full and hearty. He enjoys the sensual pleasures of the flesh even in his divine state, and likes to hunt, eat, drink, and be merry in his feast halls with the warrior spirits he has called to serve him in Uthgardtheim. He is a tireless and methodical tactician—not terribly inspired, but driven to win in the long run. His love for the Uthgardt people is strong, and he fights against any odds to protect them in the end.
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Uthgar’s



Avatar



(Fighter 22, Shaman 15, Cleric 10) Uthgar has only twice sent his avatar to Faerûn. He tends to rely on the beast totem great spirits to speak to his people for him. Uthgar appears as a tall, burly warrior dressed in only a battle harness, a leather breechcloth, and furred boots. His hair is blond, long, and worn in a single braid down his back, and his eyes are a piercing blue. He sports a thick, drooping blond mustache and a booming voice. He usually appears riding his giant dappled-gray sky pony (pegasus), Cloudwing. He draws his spells from all spheres, but avoids necromantic spells of detrimental effect (those which create undead creatures) and forms of sun sphere spells that create darkness. AC -2; MV 15 or Fl 48 D on Cloudwing; HP 174; THAC0 -1; #AT 5/2; Dmg 2d8+20 (+4 giant battle axe [Foestriker], +14 Str, +2 spec. bonus in battle axe); MR 55%; SZ L (12 feet) Str 25, Dex 17, Con 20, Int 16, Wis 19, Cha 21 Spells P: 9/8/8/7/4/2/1 Saves: PPDM 5, RSW 3, PP 5, BW 7, Sp 4



Special Att/Def: Uthgar fights with Foestriker, a +4 giantsized battle axe that works in his hands similar to a +3 hammer, dwarven thrower in that it can be thrown and boomerang back to him. It inflicts normal damage when thrown, but triple damage when it strikes giants and giantkin of any sort when either thrown or hand-held. Foestriker never breaks or disintegrates, and cannot be removed from Uthgar’s hold or control without his consent. Uthgar casts all spells from the animal sphere at double effect in all respects and at a -1 to all saving throws (when applicable). He dislikes raising or resurrecting the dead and must be convinced to do so. Uthgar regenerates 3 hit points per round when standing anywhere in the Sword Coast North, the homeland of his people. Elsewhere, he regenerates 1 hit point per round. He is immune to cold spells and spell effects or abilities of any sort. Uthgar can summon any of the Uthgardt beast totem great spirits to his side to do his bidding or fight with him instantly.



Other



Manifestations



Uthgar acts or shows his favor through the appearance or actions of the beast totem great spirits and through animals that resemble those spirits: black common lions, black giant or huge ravens, cave bears, elks, golden eagles, gray wolves, great worms (see the description of great worms under Specialty Priests below), griffons, red ponies, red tigers (snow cats), sky ponies (pegasi, especially gray ones), treants, and apatosauruses (brontosauruses). He also shows his favor or lack thereof through a vision of Foestriker, his battle axe, which is intangible to physical, magical, or psionic attacks, but which can indicate direction, speak in Uthgar’s voice, and cast spells that Uthgar is capable of casting at his level of ability.
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The Church CLERGY: Shamans CLERGY’S A LIGN .: See below TURN U NDEAD: Sha: Yes, if good CMND . U NDEAD: Sha: Yes, if neutral or evil All shamans of Uthgar receive religion (Faerûnian) as a bonus nonweapon proficiency. The Uthgardt barbarian tribes each worship one of the beasts whose powers were taken by Uthgar. The totem cult encompasses the worship of the tribe’s ancestors, including Uthgar, his sons, and long-dead chieftains and shamans. The fact that Uthgar is unknown outside of the North, even in temples of Tempus, is proof to the barbarians that the civilized priests are weak and have watered down the true message of the gods. Uthgar has no personal symbol, and the symbol of one of the Uthgardt beast totem cults (Black Lion, Black Raven, Blue Bear, Elk, Gray Wolf, Great Worm, Griffon, Red Tiger (Snow Cat), Sky Pony, Tree Ghost, and Thunderbeast) always serves to represent him also. Uthgar has neither temples nor shrines in the standard sense; shamans perform ceremonies in his name and that of their tribal totem beast wherever necessary, though the ancestral mounds of the Uthgardt people are Uthgar’s most holy sites. Uthgar has no real church; rather, his people all worship him as the ultimate Uthgardt warrior and the symbol of all that they hold virtuous. He is the master of all the beast totems, which they also venerate. Uthgardt shamans hold various titles, which vary widely between tribes. Dogma: The dogma of the Uthgardt religion varies slightly from tribe to tribe as each beast cult emphasizes different “barbarian” virtues. In general, shamans are charged as follows when they are initiated into the Uthgardt faith: Strength is everything. Civilization is weakness. Men should fight, hunt, and raid from the weak to provide for their wives and families. Family is sacred, and its bonds are nor cast aside lightly. Magic that does not come from the gods is effete, self-indulgent, and ultimately leads to weakness, since one depends on magic to accomplish things rather than one’s own hands. Shun reliance on secular magic as evil and a false path, for that way leads only to death and ruin. Revere Uthgar, Beorunna, the Uthgardt ancestors, and the beast spirits which guides one’s tribe. The beast spirits hold wisdom and raw power; take them for your own. Study the beast so that you know its virtues and its weaknesses; claim its virtues as your own and weed its weaknesses from your spirit. Make the others of the tribe fear and respect your power and your knowledge, so that they will heed the wise words your ancestor’s speak to you in days of trouble and turmoil.



Day-to-Day Activities: Uthgardt shamans tend to the respective needs of their tribes, teaching tribal history and customs passed down by heroic tales and lineage chants in an oral tradition spanning centuries. They provide healing for their tribes, initiate youths into manhood after they complete their tribal quests (often missions against a tribe’s ritual enemy), and provide counsel to the tribe’s chieftain and elders. When the tribe faces a new situation or a quandary, shamans consult with the ancestral spirits and totem animal great spirit to find guidance. All Uthgardt shamans believe that personal strength can demonstrate purity of purpose, and



so arguments are often settled by a test of strength or a battle to first blood, to surrender, or to the death—if the matter is serious enough. At Runemeet, shamans officiate over the tribal rites of passage. Holy Days/Important Ceremonies: The Uthgardt religion is close to nature and is tied to the change of the seasons, and the spring equinox and summer and winter solstices are observed by Uthgardt shamans with ceremony involving a day and night of fasting (called the Birthing in spring, the Fullness in summer, and the Darking in winter). A vision quest, or communing with Uthgar and the spirits, in which they ask their spirit guides and tribal totem for guidance in the upcoming months is also performed during these times. The holiest time of year occurs during the autumnal equinox during the month of Eleint (which coincides approximately with the festival of Higharvestide). At this time, all tribal clans converge on the tribe’s ancestral mound for the annual Runemeet. The Uthgardt worship their gods, set tribal policy, perform marriages, celebrate births, formalize adoptions, and mourn deaths at these sites. Shamans officiate over these functions, the establishment of new spirit guardians of the ancestral mound for the upcoming year (through the use of summon ancestor spells), the stabilization of the gate on the top of each mound for another year, and initiate new candidates into the priesthood. During the Runemeet, Uthgardt youths desiring to be adults (and warriors of all ages) participate in the ritual of the Runehunt, in which those involved seek victory over one the tribe’s ritual enemies—usually orcs. When youths complete a Runehunt successfully, shamans hold a ceremony, known as the Telhut, to initiate them into manhood. Shamans of Chauntea initiate Uthgardt girls into womanhood at this time as well. Major Centers of Worship: Uthgardt ancestor mounds are the holiest sites of the Uthgardt barbarians. These huge earthworks mounds, often shaped like the totem beasts of the tribes which gather at them, are sacred burial grounds where only the greatest shamans and chiefs are interred. Most tribes believe their tribal founders are buried in their ancestor mound. Although there are many lesser burial mounds and shrines revered by smaller clans within the tribes, it is to the large mounds devoted to their most ancient and holy ancestors that the Uthgardt tribes return each fall to spend their winters near the protection of their ancestors. The ancestor mounds are all roughly similar. Two mound rings called cairn rings surround a large central altar mound. The ancestor mounds of large tribes may also be surrounded by smaller, nondescript burial mounds. Usually all mounds are formed of turf-covered earth. The Uthgardt are superstitious about their ancestor mounds, both fearing and revering them. In the cairn rings surrounding the altar mounds, they have buried their mightiest chieftains with treasures and luxuries for the world beyond life. They believe that the spirits of dead ancestors protect the graves from harm. All Uthgardt mounds are guarded. Most have a lone (fanatical) shaman of 8th to 10th level protecting them. All are protected by champion ancestor spirits bound into service each year at Runemeet by the 3rd-level priest spell summon ancestor. At the DM’s discretion, champion spirits may be almost any type of spectral undead: ghosts, wraiths, spectres, apparitions,



etc. However, their alignment is always CN, since they are in truth barbaric guardian beings. To finish the Runemeet ceremony, the eldest Uthgardt shamans work an involved ritual (similar to the priest spell plane shift) that opens a gateway into the Astral Plane atop the altar mound. It is generally believed that the remains of Uthgar and his brothers are buried in Morgur’s Mound, but the holiest of ancestral mounds is Beorunna’s Well, named for the a hero of the pre-Uthgar people. Legend holds that Beorunna (Bey of Runlatha, as he was known in ancient Ascore, or Berun in the Northman tongue) destroyed Zukothoth, a nalfeshnee true tanar’ri in the cavern, collapsing it in on both of them. The spirit of Beorunna supposedly still guards the Black Lion tribe which lives near the Well. Black Lion: Beorunna’s Well. The Black Lions do not worship Black Lion anymore, having turned their worship to Tyr, Torm, Ilmater, and Helm with only the exception of their single remaining shaman, Bogohardt Blackmane (NG hm Sha8 of Black Lion/Uthgar). Red Tiger shamans perform the sacred rites at the Well while all Black Lion tribe members remain outside. Black Raven: Ravenrock. Rites are led by Pureheartman (CG hm M13/Sha7 of Great Raven/Uthgar). Blue Bear: Stone Stand (recently extinct tribe and totem cult). The Blue Bear tribe met at Grandfather Tree before they were driven from it by its guardian spirits; their later corruption by Tanta Hagara (an annis hag “shaman” of the Blue Bear) and the forces of Hellgate Keep led to a significant portion of the tribe breaking away to form the Tree Ghost tribe. Elk: Flintrock. Rites are led by Berchtwald Bandyleg (CN hm Sha7 of Elk/Uthgar). Most of the tribe has been led into the worship of Auril (and secondary of Talos, Umberlee, and Malar) by the poor leadership of Zokan Thunderer, regarded as a vulgar thug by those outside his tribe. Flintrock grows more decrepit each year with a lack of faithful worshipers to help maintain it. Golden Eagle: One Stone (long-extinct tribe). Gray Wolf: Ravenrock. Rites are led by Clovis Greenteeth (CE male true lycanthrope werewolf Sha8 of Gray Wolf/Uthgar). Great Worm: Great Worm Cavern. After the death of Elrem “the Wise” (NG male great worm Sha20 of the Great Worm/Uthgar) in the Year of the Banner (1368 DR), rites are led by Themrin (NG hm Sha7 of the Great Worm/Uthgar). Griffon: Shining White. Rites are led by Adalfus Stormgatherer (LN hm Sha11 of Griffon/Uthgar) Red Pony: One Stone (long-extinct tribe). Red Tiger (Snow Cut): Beorunna’s Well. Rites are led by Garinen the Maker (CN hm Sha8 of Red Tiger/Uthgar) for both the Red Tiger and Black Lion tribes. Sky Pony: One Stone. Rites are led by Adalwyn Swiftwings (CN hm Sha8 of Sky Pony/Uthgar). This ancestral mound was once shared between the Sky Pony, Red Pony, and Golden Eagle tribes. The Sky Pony tribe is the only Uthgardt tribe left to use it. Most of the Sky Pony tribe also worships Tempus. Thunderbeast: Morgur’s Mound. Rites are led by Kierkrad Seventoes (CG hm Sha9 of Thunderbeast/Uthgar). While the veneration of Thunderbeast and Uthgar remains strong in the tribe, many members of this very civilized tribe also worship Silvanus, Tyr, Torm, and Ilmater. Tree Ghost: Grandfather Tree. Rites are joyously led by Chungred Ghostheart (NG hm Sha12 of Grandfather
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Tree/Uthgar). Grandfather Tree was lost for many years and the wandering Tree Ghosts used to winter at the nearest ancestor mound when fall came before Grandfather Tree was found again on Shieldmeet in the Year of the Banner (1368 DR) in the northern part of the High Forest, near the Lost Peaks. Affiliated Orders: The Uthgardt tribes have no affiliated warrior or knightly orders, and they are not regimented enough in outlook to have any honorary orders. Rank within a tribe determined by a rough pecking order based on strength, battle prowess (how many enemies one has killed), and how much booty a warrior or shaman captured in the last raid. Certain tribes have connections either to each other or to outside organizations such as the Harpers, the church of Malar, lower planar fiends, or particular individuals such as Alustriel of Silverymoon. Priestly Vestments: For high rituals at the ancestral mound or when honoring the appointment of a new chieftain for the tribe, shamans dress in a high holy regalia of leather-and-fur tunics, breeches, breechcloths, and boots covered in intricate, mystic designs and ornamentation and thongs and fringes to which are attached beads and holy relics of personal importance (usually revealed to them as objects of power by spirits in visions). These relics are fortified with holy power and prayer, and while a shaman wears his most holy relics for these ceremonies, Uthgar and the shaman’s totem animal each bestow a bonus of +1 to his Armor Class (total AC bonus of +2). When a shaman dies, his relics are buried with him in his ancestral mound. Wearing the high holy regalia of a shaman conveys no Armor Class bonuses to anyone except the shaman whose regalia it is. Rather than a holy symbol, Uthgardt shamans carry a sacred bundle, a leather satchel containing spell components, objects too holy for others to see, and small carved miniature depictions of the shaman’s totem animal. These objects have been gained by the shaman at the request of his ancestral spirits. Each sacred bundle is protected by a guardian spirit who appears from the bag if it is opened by anyone other than its owner. Sacred bundle are enchanted by the spirit totem of the tribe to automatically succeed at all item saving throws except disintegration or a magical effect of similar power (and even then they receive a saving throw vs. disintegration). This sacred bundle serves Uthgardt shamans as a holy symbol, and while they carry it (or lay its components before them in private) the material component of any priest spell requiring a holy symbol is satisfied, and they need only gesture forcefully away from themselves to (or toward themselves) to turn or command undead creatures. Adventuring Garb: Shamans commonly dress as most Uthgardt do, in fringed leathers and furs (or in more heavy armor if a mission calls for it and they possess it). They accessorize their clothing with brightly colored feathers, quills, and dyework in complicated geometric patterns, mystic symbols, depictions of their totem animal, and holy relics. Male shamans tattoo their cheeks with the simple image of their totem beast. The few women who have fought Uthgardt tradition to become shamans usually do not sport such facial tattoos, but often possess tattoos on their arms in the form of tattooed bracelets and armlets of powerful symbols and the image of their beast totem.
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Specialty



Priests



(Uthgardt Beast Cult Shamans) Strength 13, Wisdom 13 Strength, Wisdom See below Hand axe, knife, spear, battle axe, atlatl and javelin, long bow All armor types up to and including chain A RMOR : mail and shield MAJOR SPHERES : All, animal, summoning, protection, travelers, wards MINOR SPHERES : Healing, plant MAGICAL ITEMS : Same as clerics REQ. PROFS: Hunting, weather sense, set snares, firebuilding Endurance, survival (arctic), tracking BONUS P ROFS: REQUIREMENTS : PRIME REQ.: A LIGNMENT W EAPONS :



All specialty priests of Uthgar are beast-cult shamans. Their abilities and restrictions, aside from changes noted above and later in this section, are summarized in the discussion of the shaman character class, above. Note that there are currently (as of 1370 DR) no Blue Bear beast cult shamans, as when the tribe was totally subverted by its connection to Hellgate Keep, the Blue Bear spirit became weakened to such an extent that it was killed by Malar, who subsumed its worship. Subsequently, the Blue Bear tribe was virtually wiped out in the destruction of Hellgate Keep. The extinction of at least two previous Uthgardt tribes, the Red Pony tribe and the Golden Eagle tribe who used to assemble at the One Stone ancestral mound at Runemeet, is a matter of record. The resurrection of the Blue Bear tribe (and the reappearance of a true Blue Bear shaman) would be a taken as a great sign of uncertain import by the Uthgardt. l
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While women are not incapable of being Uthgardt beastcult shamans, Uthgardt tradition does not easily permit women to be shamans of Uthgar and the beast totems (though, among the Uthgardt, women exclusively are shamans of Chauntea). Female Uthgardt shamans may only be created at the DM’s discretion. Uthgardt beast cult shamans have different alignment restrictions and access to slightly different spheres, depending on their tribal totem animal. All Uthgardt beast cult shamans have access to the basic shaman spheres given above, plus certain spheres special to their totem animal. Black Lion: A LIGNMENT : LG, NG, CG, LN, N, CN, MAJOR: combat, war Black Raven: A LIGNMENT : LG, NG, LN, N, LE, NE, MAJOR: charm, Minor: thought Blue Bear: ALIGNMENT NE, CE (originally, the Blue Bear beast cult was NG, CG, N, CN also, before being subverted by the fiends of Hellgate Keep), MAJOR: combat, war Elk: A LIGNMENT : NG, CG, N, CN, NE, CE, M AJOR: charm, MINOR: guardian Gray Wolf: A LIGNMENT : NG, CG, N, CN, NE, CE, MAJOR: combat, war Great Worm: ALIGNMENT LG, NG, CG, MAJOR: charm, elemental fire, MINOR: thought Griffon: ALIGNMENT LG, NG, CG, LN, N, CN, MAJOR: combat, war



Red Tiger (Snow Cat): A LIGNMENT : NG, CG, N, CN, MAJOR: combat, war Sky Pony: A LIGNMENT : LG, NG, CG, LN, N, CN, MAJOR: charm, elemental air Tree Ghost: ALIGNMENT: LN, N, CN, MAJOR: weather, elemental earth Thunderbeast: A LIGNMENT : LG, NG, CG, LN, N, CN, MAJOR: weather, elemental water, MINOR: time Uthgardt shamans can select nonweapon proficiencies from both the priest and warrior groups with no penalty. A Uthgardt shaman may call upon his tribe’s beast power. This power’s effect varies by tribal totem, allowing the shaman to wield a special ability that is unique. The power may be personally used by the shaman, or its effects may be granted to another devoted follower of the totem if indicated below. Black Lion Beast Power: Black Lion shamans can let loose a lion’s roar once a day or allow another devoted follower of the Black Lion to do so by touching them. (A transmitted roar must be used within 1 turn.) This roar deafens foes for 1d6 turns if they fail a saving throw vs. spell. Foes deafened in this manner cannot hear and also have their balance somewhat impaired. Their attack rolls suffer a -1 penalty for the duration of their deafness and attempts to sneak up on them accrue a bonus (determined by the DM). Black Raven Beast Power: Black Raven shamans can shapechange (as the druid ability) once a day for up to 1 turn into any natural animal native to the North. Alternatively, they can convey this shapechange to another willing Black Raven worshiper by touch. Blue Bear Beast Power: Blue Bear shamans can call upon bear fury for themselves or another touched Blue Bear worshiper once a day for 1 turn. The recipient of this power grows claws and can claw and bear-hug attack like a cave bear (two claw attacks for 1d8/1d8; a successful attack roll of 18 or better with either claw results in additional hug damage of 2d8). Elk Beast Power: Elk shamans can call upon the horns of wisdom up to once a day. (They cannot gift this ability to another.) This has the same effect as the casting of a commune spell, except that it lasts for 1 turn and causes elk antlers to grow from the skull of the shaman. Each use causes additional horn growth. Fortunately, if the shaman’s horns begin to grow too long for practical support on the human skeletal frame, the shaman sheds them one winter and begins to grow new horns in the spring, though this new set is darker in color than the original set. Gray Wolf Beast Power: Gray Wolf shamans are werewolf true lycanthropes. Regardless of the phase of the moon, they may assume wolf form or induce other werewolf lycanthropes (true or cursed lycanthropes) to assume wolf form with them by howling in wolf form. In wolf form, Gray Wolf werewolves look just like large wolves about the size of bears, except that their eyes glow red in the dark (see Lycanthrope, Werewolf in the MONSTROUS MANUAL™ tome). Great Worm Beast Power: Shamans of the Great Worm tribe can breathe fire three times as a red dragon, inflicting 2d10 points of damage. They cannot transmit this ability to another. Griffon Beast Power: Griffon shamans can call upon griffonbeak for themselves or another touched Griffon wor-



shiper once a day for 1 turn. The griffonbeak subject’s head becomes a griffon head capable of biting for 2d8 points of damage in addition to any other physical attack the subject is entitled to. Griffonbeak subjects can still cast spells with verbal components with no penalty but cannot combine a griffonbeak attack with such spellcasting. Red Tiger (Snow Cat) Beast Power: Red Tiger shamans can use their beast power to shapechange into a tiger (as the druid shapechange ability) once a day for 1 turn. Alternatively, they can cause another willing Red Tiger worshiper to shapechange in this way by touch. Sky Pony Beast Power: Sky Pony shamans can grow the wind’s wings once a day for up to 1 turn. Alternatively, they can cause another willing Sky Pony worshiper to grow wind’s wing in this way by touch. The wind’s wings are large, translucent feathery wings that appear to be made of misty vapor but are solid to the touch. They allow their wearer to fly as a Pegasus at Fl 48 (C). Tree Ghost Beast Power: Tree Ghost shamans are able to cast one extra spell of up to 4th level from the all, animal, divination, elemental, healing, plant, or weather spheres once a day. The shaman can pick the desired spell on the spot and need not have specially prayed for it previously. This spell is available and works as normal even if it is from a sphere or of a spell level that Uthgardt shamans cannot normally cast. (Note that this does not give Tree Ghost shamans access to other faith’s religion-specific spells.) Thunderbeast Beast Power: Thunderbeast shamans can use their beast power to cause their own or another touched Thunderbeast worshiper’s skin to temporarily become tough and gnarly like dinosaur hide (AC 5) once a day for 1 turn. Also, as the recipient of the power walks, the ground shakes. At 5th level, Uthgardt shamans can shapechange (as the druid ability) into the type of totem beast they worship twice per tenday for 3d6 turns, gaining all the abilities of that creature. (See the MONSTROUS MANUAL tome for the statistics on all of these creatures except apatosauruses.) Black Lion shamans transform into common lions, Black Raven shamans into either huge or giant ravens, Blue Bear shamans into cave bears, Elk shamans into elks (use the statistics for wild stags found under Mammal in the MM, but double the HD, THAC0 15, damage 1d6/1d6/2d8), and Gray Wolf shamans into wolves or dire wolves. Great Worm shamans change into great worms (use the statistics for couatls, but the shape is that of a metallic green, bat-winged snake with a red dragon’s head; in addition to the normal couatl abilities, a great worm can breathe fire as a red dragon, inflicting 4d10+2 points of damage; shamans of greater than 15th level gain the psionic abilities of clairvoyance, empathy, precognition, astral projection, and dimension walk while in this form). Griffon shamans transform into griffons, Red Tiger (Snow Cat) shamans into tigers, Sky Pony shamans into pegasi, Tree Ghost shamans into treants, and Thunderbeast shamans into apatosauruses (use the brontosaurus statistics found in the M O N S T R O U S C O M P E N D I U M ® Volume Three or the MONSTROUS COMPENDIUM Annual, Volume Two). Uthgardt shamans must deal with some spirits that they can summon in a slightly different way from most shamans.
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Uthgardt Spirits of the Dead: Uthgardt spirits of the dead (minor, major, or great) can only be called up at Uthgardt ancestral mounds and cannot leave the vicinity (defined as within 50 feet) of the mound they were buried in (except under exceptional circumstances under the DM’s discretion). Except during Runemeet, Uthgardt spirits of the dead need not be controlled as in the summon ancestor spell. Uthgardt Great Spirits of the Dead: Uthgardt great spirits of the dead know that Uthgar dislikes raising and resurrecting the dead. They must be bribed go against his wishes and cast raise dead with both life energy (1d2 experience levels from the person to be raised or another willing contributor) and tribute. Tribute can range from a type of food that they like presented to them at a grand “spirit banquet” (which they smell, but do not eat, and which no one else may eat from except scavenging animals) to up to 500 gp a year buried in or near their tombs on a yearly basis until they are satisfied (they tell their summoner when they are satisfied). Uthgardt Beast Totem Great Spirits: Uthgardt shamans can summon animal great spirits as normal shamans do. Uthgardt beast totem great spirits (Black Lion, Black Raven, Blue Bear, Elk, Gray Wolf, Great Worm, Griffon, Red Tiger, Sky Pony, Tree Ghost, and Thunderbeast) can only be summoned by members of their own tribes and can manifest in one of two forms: beast power incarnations or beast totem great spirits. Beast Power Incarnations: The beast power incarnations are the ghostly forms of the beast totem great spirits. In addition to the normal power of animal great spirits and great spirits of the dead, they can remain on the Prime Material Plane for a number of days equal to the level of the shaman. They may leave the vicinity of the Uthgardt ancestral mound. Each day they can bestow their tribe’s beast power on a number of followers (including their summoning shaman) equal to the summoner’s level minus the number of days the incarnation has remained on the Prime Material Plane. Beast Totem Great Spirits: Beast totem great spirits are wild primeval spirits. If summoned, one usually possesses the summoner (or someone nearby) and then decides what to do with its newfound physical form. The possessed body becomes a 20thlevel fighter (for hit points and attack rolls) with the spells and abilities of a 20th-level druid and the spell abilities of an animal great spirit and a great spirit of the dead; the possessed body must roll a Wisdom ability check with a +15 penalty or the beast totem great spirit does as it wills and the person possessed has no control over his actions. The “avatar” of the beast totem great spirit can assume the beast form (detailed under the shagechange ability for Uthgardt shamans) or use the tribe’s beast power at will.



Uthgardt



Spell



3rd Level Summon Ancestor (Necromancy) Sphere: Necromantic 10 feet/level of caster Range: Components: V, S, M 2 rounds/level of caster Duration: 4 rounds Casting Time: Area of Effect: One spirit Saving Throw: None
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When a shaman casts this spell upon his tribe’s ancestral mound (the only place the spell can be cast), it causes an ancestor to come forth, drawn back as a spirit of neutral alignment. The spirit takes form as a transparent being, a combination of totem beast and primitive human. To select the type of spirit summoned, the DM rolls 1d20 and matches the result against the table below. The shaman can also try and summon a normal spirit (a minor spirit of the dead), such as a father or child of a tribal member. (These normal spirits may not leave the vicinity—no more than 50 feet—of the ancestral mound where they were buried.) When the spirit appears, the summoner makes a Wisdom ability check (using the table’s modifiers) to control it; otherwise, the spirit becomes an uncontrolled ghost (use the ghost statistics in the M ONSTROUS MANUAL tome) and immediately attacks all living beings around it. However, even an uncontrolled spirit cannot travel more than 50 feet from the ancestral mound. A controlled spirit may perform the following functions for a shaman: attack a foe (as a ghost—or another type of undead creature at the DM’s discretion), guard the ancestor mound for a year (until freed again at the next Runemeet), tell the shaman ancient secrets, initiate a new shaman (only ancestral shaman spirits may do this), or raise dead (refer to the table). The spell requires a sacred bundle, a relic of the desired ancestor (though another may appear), and a small bonfire. Spirit Summoning Table: If a specific normal ancestor (a minor spirit of the dead) is summoned, roll 1d20. If the result is 15 or less, the desired spirit comes and the control roll modifier is -5.



1d20



1-5 6-10 11-13 14-16 17 18-19 20



d20



1-12 13-19 20



Ancestor



Control Modifier



Recently dead shaman Recently dead chieftain Long-dead shaman Long-dead chieftain Ancient shaman Ancient chieftain Special (see below)



-2 bonus* -3 bonus* +1 penalty** +5 penalty** +4 penalty* -



Special spirit



Control Modifier



Beast power incarnation† Son of Uthgar Beast totem great spirit‡



+8 penalty** +12 penalty** +17 penalty**



*These spirits function as minor or major spirits of the dead, (DM’s discretion). These spirits may not leave the vicinity (no more than 50 feet) of the ancestral mound where they were buried. **Only these spirits can perform a raise dead spell. They function as great spirits of the dead. In payment for this, the spirit drains 1d2 experience levels from the person being raised and may demand an annual tribute of riches to be buried in or near its tomb. These spirits may not leave the vicinity (no more than 50 feet) of the ancestral mound where they were buried. † This is the ghostly form of the beast totem great spirit. It can remain for a number of days equal to the level of the shaman. Unlike an ancestor spirit, it may leave the vicinity of the mound. Each day, it can bestow the tribe’s beast power on a number of followers equal to the summoner’s level minus the number of days it has remained on the Prime Material Plane. The beast totem great spirits are wild primeval spirits. If summoned, one usually possesses the summoner (or someone nearby) and then decides what to do with its newfound physical form. The possessed body becomes a 20th-level fighter (for hit points and attack rolls) with the spells and abilities of a 20th-level druid. The avatar of the beast totem great spirit can assume the beast form or use the tribe’s beast power at will.
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